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Problem Statement

?How might we capture important moments in 
MDMs so that attendees can trace meeting 
processes?



01Recruitment



Participant Profiles
We recruited 2 designers and 3 product managers (age 25~50) in tech companies through personal connections. 
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02Testing Process



In the remote testing with 2 participants, we used google hangout and screen-recorded their interactions.

In the in-person testing with 3 participants, we went to coffee shops near our participants and used our laptops to test.

Before we started, we provided a fictional working scenario and explained the basic features of our prototype. We gave 
instructions to proceed on each page, and ask participants to think aloud during the process. 

The testing is generally divided into 3 parts: 

1. Imagine there’s a meeting assistant marking a decision for you during a meeting and creating a pop-up.
2. Mark notes when you hear an important piece of information.
3. After the meeting, you need to remember the context of the first decision.
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03Findings



“
“I like “mark (moments)” - it feels like a navigation of the entire meeting. I have really bad 

memories. And later I can just forward someone the quote of my director to push back.    

P3, Designer

03Findings

Positive Feedback

All the participants think providing context during or after meetings would help target users retain useful 
information.



03Findings

“Mark as Notes” is functionally confusing to participants.  
1. P1, P3, and P4 intended to type notes under “Notes” section and ignored the button. 
2. P1, P4 and P5 thought it would be too much work click, highlight, and make notes during meetings. 
3. P3 thought the text under “Notes” section did not look prominent and did not look like notes. 



03Findings

The requirement to delete moments by certain roles varies across different company cultures.  
1. P1 and P4 thought that only designated roles such as leaders should be able to delete notes.  
2. P2 thought everyone should be able to delete moments that are not relevant to their work without changing others’ timeline. 
3. P3 said she believed each individual would be self-regulating when deleting notes.



03Findings

Some elements on the UI looks confusing to the users.
1. 4 out 5 participants and didn’t realize the differences between “Mark Moment” and “Mark as Notes.
2. 3 out of 5 participants did not notice the collapsing button when required to collapse the timeline.



03Findings

Collapsing timeline is a useful feature to some users.
1. P1 and P2 said they’d prefer the timeline to be there all the time. 
2. P3 and P5 thought that collapsing timeline would be helpful if there were too many “moments.” 



03Findings

In the post-meeting section, the information architecture of the timeline is not clear.
1. P1, P2 and P3 thought that only due dates and titles were not helpful in their working scenarios. More details about 

actionable items should be provided.
2. P1, P3, and P4 had trouble returning to the timeline to click notes. They said they’d prefer to click the timeline and 

see notes and details of the moments on the same page. 
3. P1, P3, P4 have concerns about overcrowded content on the timeline. They wanted to filter for specific person or 

certain time range.



03Findings

In the post-meeting section, the layout of the notes is confusing. 
1. P3 and P4 thought the notes are others’ notes because they’re under different names.
2. P5 was looking for his notes in “Auto transcriptions.”



03Findings

Auto transcriptions help users better trace and remember the context after the meeting.
1. P2, P3 and P5 thought the auto transcriptions are helpful to learn the context around a specific moment. 
2. P1 said full transcriptions would be more helpful in “notes.” She would prefer to only see moments of transcriptions instead of 

the complete transcriptions in “moments”.



03Findings

Some participants showed privacy concerns if individuals’ voices are recognized and 
recorded in meetings

1. P1 and P3 would not mind being recorded all the time yet they said  some people would.
2. P2 was hesitant about the consequence. P4 and P5 found it creepy and unacceptable.



04Moving Forward



04Next Steps

Generally, we learn from the participants that learning context as a feature will be useful in their working scenarios.

In our next stage, we will need to:

1. Unify the experience of approaching sections (timeline, notes, and transcriptions). 
2. Improve the visual communication of UI elements.
3. Minimize the efforts to make personal notes and learn context during meetings.
4. Modify the flow of accessing previous meeting.
5. Reduce privacy concerns of autotranscriptions.



?Q & A


